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NGS sequencing platforms

Three major platforms - colloquially referred to as: 

Illumina  aka Solexa

Solid  Sequencing by Oligonucleotide Ligation 
and Detection

454 pyrosequencing

Each instrument produces different output formats



NGS sequencing read formats

Reads:  short sequences produced by the 
instrument

Illumina FastQ format (.fastq or .fq)

Solid colorspace fasta (.xsq or .csfasta + .qual)

454  standard flowgram format (.sff)



Fasta format



Color space fasta and quality files

quality file 

each base in the color 
space fasta has a quality
associated with it 

sequences 
in color space format
base + number = next base



Color-space to letter-space

T323
T followed by red (0) color  A +  yellow(2) --> G + red (3)  C
T323  TAGC

This is almost never decoded as such before alignment because  any error in the 
color space will alter all subsequent basecalls.

This makes operating with Solid data a bit more difficult.



SFF format

• Can be converted into FASTA and quality files 
like the SOLID data (but is not color space)

• The Standard Flowgram Format (SFF) contains 
a few pyrosequencing specific attributes that 
if used allow for better error estimations

• Very few tools can use SFF directly



Fastq format



The structure of the Fastq file

1. sequence id
2. sequence content
3. + (placeholder)
4. quality string

Paper: The Sanger FASTQ file format for sequences with quality scores, 
and the Solexa/Illumina FASTQ variants - Nucl. Acids Res. (2010) 38 (6): 1767-1771. 



PHRED quality scores

Reported quality  Q connects to the

estimated probability of error  P via the formula

Q = -10 x log(P) or            P = 10 –Q/10

Q = 10  P = 10 –1 = 1/10 (one in ten)

Q = 40  P = 10 –4 = 1/10000 (one in ten thousand)



ASCII encoding 
Condenses a two three character long number  into a single letter

Since printable characters start at  33 everything will be offset by this value
(you don’t actually need to make direct use of this, just good to know)

General tip: letters mean higher quality, symbols mean lower quality –
(this is only true when the scale is limited at the scores of 90 or less)



Quality control tools: FastQC

http://www.bioinformatics.bbsrc.ac.uk/projects/fastqc/



Run the software on the demo data



Homework 3 – part 1
List the approximate estimated probability of error 

for each base in the fastq file below:

Hint:



Homework 3 – part 2

• Generate a FastQC report on the dataset for 
this lecture

• Describe what you see on the plot titled 
“Per sequence quality scores” and “Khmer 
content”


